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TOWN OF MONSON
V
Monson named first Appalachian Trail Town in Maine on July 21, 2012
2012-2013 
TOWN REPORT
ANNUAL REPORT 
Town Of Monson
{Please bring this report w ith you to the Town Meeting)
TOWN MEETING 
MONDAY MARCH 18™ , 2013 AT 6:30 PM 
At the Monson Center for Community and Commerce 
Taxpayers of record are entitled to receive a copy of the town report 
Additional copies are available at the town office 
For more information contact:
Town of Monson 
PO Box 308 
Monson, Maine 04464 
Phone: 207-997-3641 
Fax: 207-997-3785 
www.monsonmaine.org
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REFERENCE NUMBERS AND DATES TO REMEMBER
Town Manager- Julie S. Anderson 997-3641
General Assistance, Tax Collector, Treasurer
email: monsontownmqr@myfairpoint.net
Town Clerk- Susan M, DeLoia 997-3641
email: monsontownclerk@myfairpoint.net
Monson Utilities District 997-3641
Julie S. Anderson- Administrator, Treasurer
Brian Turner, Operator
Nancy E. Putnam- Assistant Administrator
Public Works Garage
Rickey Clawson, Highway Foreman 997-3641
Piscataquis County Sheriff’s Department 564-3304
Fire Chief and Fire Warden- Eric Melia 279-9002
*Note: Maine Law Requires Burninq permits For All Outdoor Fires
House of Representatives
Peter Johnson email: rumridqe27@qmaii.com 695-2109
State Senator
Douglas Thomas email: firewood@tds.net 287-1505
U.S. Government Maine 2nd Congressional District
Michael Michaud email: house.gov/michaud 942-6935
Senator Susan Collins 945-0417
Selectmen Meeting: First Wednesday of each month @ 6:00 PM- Town Hall (downstairs)
April 1, 2013: Deadline for filing Homestead and Veteran's Exemptions
July 12, 2013: Property and Personal Tax Bills to go out
July 20, 2013: Summer Festivals and Alumni Weekend
September 1, 2013: 7% Interest starts on unpaid 2013 property taxes
October 1, 2013: Rabies Clinic- For more information call 997-3641
December 31, 2013: Dog licenses available and are due each year
Registrations after January 31, 2014 will be subject to a $25.00 late fee per State Law
January 31, 2014: Last day to pay unpaid taxes before names are listed in the Town Report
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MONSON HISTORICAL SOCIETY
It is with great pleasure to dedicate the 2012 Town Report to the Monson Historical Society. The 
history o f the formation of the Monson Historical Society is taken from the Monson History Book 
1822-1997 as follows:
A meeting was held on November 3rd, 1972 at the municipal building for the purpose of forming a 
Historical Society, Eloise Stevens, Treasurer of the Tisbury Manor Chapter, DAR of Monson opened 
the meeting. The residents at the meeting agreed to form an organization under the name o f Monson 
Historical Society.
First slate o f officers and trustees were: (2 year term) President Philip Knight; V-Pres., George 
Rongner; Sec. & Clerk, Althea French: Treasurer, Elizabeth Davis, Trustees: (3 year terms) Milton 
Bartlett, Eloise Stevens & Dorothy Holmbom; (1 year term) Paul Allen and Robert Lander. The 
Monson Historical Society by-laws and incorporation papers were drawn up by Judge Millard 
Emanuelson. The Society was incorporated on February 22, 1973 with 57 charter members.
The historical society is dedicated in preserving the town’s history. In the past we have had 
historians that people could talk to, but unfortunately most are no longer here to share their stories and 
information. So it is vital to the Town of Monson to have a place that people can go, to do research 
for their genealogy or Monson history. This is a volunteered based organization and they have spent 
many hours cataloging records, pictures, and donated items. The volunteers have done a lot of 
improvements to the inside and are in constant vigilance on the upkeep of the building itself. The 
Monson Historical Society is supported by dues, monetary donations and fund raisers and there are 
over 100 members. They are opened during the summer so visitors can take a walk through the 
museum and to purchase any o f the items they have for sale in their small store. It would be nice for 
all to stop by and see the changes and to say thank you for all the work that they do to preserve the 
heritage o f the Town of Monson.
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Letter of Transmittal
March 15th, 2013
To the Board of Selectmen and Citizens of Monson:
A financial and genera! activities summary of your town government for the year beginning 
February 1, 2012 and ending January 31, 2013 is located in this Town Report. The following 
Annual Town Report is reported in compliance with GASB Statement No. 34
The Town ended its' fiscal year January 31, 2013, with a surplus of $184,397.10 which is 
available to help meet present and future needs of the town.
Reports of S.A.D. 68 activities are contained in a separate report compiled and outlined by 
our school district.
Reports of Piscataquis County financial activities are contained in a separate report compiled 
and outlined by the County Commissioners located at the County Offices.
Citizens who desire additional information about their town government should feel free to 
contact their town officials. You are urged to attend the Annual Town Meeting March 18th 
2013 at 6:30 PM at the Community Center to act on your town's business for fiscal 
2013.
Respectfully submitted,
Julie S. Anderson
Town Manager
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MUNICIPAL OFFICERS AND COMMITTEES
BOARD OF SELECTM EN, ASSESSORS AND OVERSEERS OF TH E POOR
Shawn Nelson, Chair 
Bryant M. Brown Jr. 
Karl C. Martin Jr.
Term Expires 2013 
Term Expires 2014 
Term Expires 2015
TOW N MANAGER, ROAD COM M ISSIONER, TAX CO LLECTOR,
TOW N TREASURER
Julie Anderson
Susan DeLoia
Julie Anderson
Douglas Nelson
Joel Pratt
Allen Smith
Robert Wilson
Eric Melia
TOW N CLERK. REGISTRAR OF VOTERS
Term Expires 2013 
TOWN DEPUTY CLERK, DEPUTY REGISTRAR
Term Expires 2013 
M ODERATOR
Term Expires 2013 
DIRECTOR OF S.A.D # 68
Term Expires 2015 
SUPERINTENDENT
DIRECTOR OF H.A.D. #4
Term Expires 2015 
FIRE CHIEF/ TOW N FO REST/ FIRE WARDEN
PLUMBING INSPECTOR/CODE ENFORCEM ENT O FFICER
Brian Turner 
Nicholas Hanson
SEXTON-TOW N OF MONSON CEM ETERIES
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MONSON PUBLIC LIBRARY
Van Wentworth, Librarian 
Trustees
Patricia Brown Jeannie Tabor
Susan Killam Mary Witmer
Rachel Page
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER
Joseph Guyotte
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURE
Timothy Briggs
HEALTH OFFICER
Susan Hoovler, FNP
Paula Cates
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY DIRECTOR
Term Expires 2014 
MONSON UTILITIES DISTRICT
Roger Page, Chair 
William Charles 
Ed Hoovler 
Douglas Hewes 
Joel Pratt
Administration
Administrator/Treasurer- Julie Anderson
Term Expires 2015 
Term Expires 2016 
Term Expires 2014 
Term Expires 2013 
Term Expires 2016
Assistant Administrator- Nancy Putnam
MONSON PLANNING BOARD
Cynthia Turner, Chair 
Kenneth Allen 
Thomas Adkins 
Milton Anderson 
Lisa Kelley 
Associate Members 
Paul Suomi
Term Expires 2015 
Term Expires 2013 
Term Expires 2013 
Term Expires 2017 
Term Expires 2014
Term Expires 2013
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BOARD OF APPEALS
Susan Chase Term Expires 2013
Kim Witham Term Expires 2013
Joyce Copeland Term Expires 2014
Ronald Vainio Term Expires 2017
Cindy Ranta Term Expires 2014
MONSON COMMUNITY CENTER
Joanne Adkins 
Jane Hewes 
Joseph Bury 
Janet Sawyer
Julie Anderson 
Marcia Walden 
Linda Bury 
Amelia Trader
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Alan Melia 
George Geiss 
Thomas Adkins 
Susan DeLoia 
Jean Lowe 
Karl Martin Jr.
Eric Melia
William Ranta 
Cynthia Annis 
Rick Clawson 
Arthur Lowe 
Shawn Nelson 
Matt DeLoia
DOWNTOWN PLANNING COMMITTEE
Donald Dunfee 
M ike W itham 
Bettinan Stevens 
Todd W atts 
John Bozin
Kim W itham 
Joanne Adkins 
Tom Adkins 
John W entworth 
Daryl W itmer
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN COMMITTEE
Tom Adkins John Bozin
Kim W itham Cindy Ranta
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TOWN MANAGERS REPORT
To the selectmen and citizens o f the Town of Monson:
It is with great pleasure that I present to you the annual report for the year ending January 31, 2013. It 
is hard to believe another year has passed.
Town office: Hours are Monday and Tuesday 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Wednesday closed to the public, 
Thursday 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. and Friday 7:30 to 2:00 p.m. We are working in the office on 
Wednesdays so please feel free to leave a message and we will get back to you as soon as possible. 
Selectmen’s meetings are the third Wednesday of the Month. We are set up to take debit and credit 
cards as well as cash and checks for your transactions but there is a fee for the credit card anything 
under $40.00 is a $1.00 anything above has a 2.50% fee charged. This fee is not kept by the town it 
goes to the credit card collection agency.
Tax collections: We had a 90% collection of taxes for the 2012 tax year.
Budget: The budget committee worked hard to keep the budget in line as much as possible. The 
selectmen told the committee with the proposed changes that Governor Lepage is talking about that it 
would be best for now to continue with what the budget committee is proposing and if we need to 
make changes in the future we can. The Town o f Monson is debt free this year by paying off the loan 
from the North Guilford Road project which left $10,800.00 to put towards our new budget. Due to the 
increases in fixed costs it chewed it up pretty fast. There were increases in the contractual services of 
assessing, software support and licensing, auditor, and fuel costs. There will be 3% increases in wages 
for the employees and a decrease in health insurance because of a cheaper plan for the one employee. 
Also, we increased the paving reserve account for future paving. The planning board requested to 
hire a consultant to look at the land use ordinance to implement language for the corridors.
If Governor Lepage continues with the proposal that he has presented to the appropriation committee it 
will be a challenge for our budgets. First he wants to take the homestead exemption away from tax 
payers under the age o f 65 which will be an automatic $140.00 put back on your tax bill immediately 
with a mill rate of $14.00. He is considering taking the revenue sharing from the towns. This revenue 
is received from the state to reduce the taxes, for the Town o f Monson it will be around $36,000.00. 
This will add 60 cents for every $1,000.00 valuation of your property to your tax bill, so if this all 
happens the budget committee and selectmen will have to revisit the budget.
Also, the school budget maybe effected with the cuts that the state is proposing. SAD #68 is in the 
process o f doing their budget for the upcoming year.
Road work: The town continues to work on the roads. Last year there was ditching on the 
Elliottsville Rd, outer Pleasant Street, Steward Rd and the Barrows Falls Rd. This
9
summer purposed work on the Indian Point Loop Rd, Elliottsville Rd, North Guilford Rd. The 
selectmen will be working on the changes to the snowplowing contract before we go out to bid again 
this spring. The town puts bids out for road work, winter sand, salt and fuel.
Appalachian Trail: The Town of Monson became the first Maine town to become a designated 
Appalachian Trail Community. The town will continue to work with the Appalachian Trail Club to 
find ways to promote the Appalachian Trail and its unique resources for recreational use and its 
potential economic benefits it has to the community. April 19th, 2013 in Farmington there will be a 
meeting for the new designated towns to collaborate on how to promote the trail. Anyone interested 
in going to this seminar please contact the town office for further details or go to the Town o f Monson 
website for the brochure information.
Community Center: The Community Center continues to be a place o f different venues. We have 
tried to make it a center of the community and a place to socialize. We continue to explore different 
uses for the building. If anyone is interested in renting the rooms for a business or an event or a 
meeting place, please contact the town office for more information.
Recreation Committee: As it stands now there are no committee members to run the Recreation 
committee. If anyone is interested in joining please let us know at the office.
I would like to see some events for the children in the Town o f Monson.
Municipal Building: The shingles were replaced on the town hall building last year. This year we 
put in the budget to replace three of the windows two in the town managers office and one in the 
meeting room down stairs. The insulation will be replaced in the fire station as well.
Facade: As you can see there have been several improvements on the buildings in town the 
Lakeshore House building was painted. The front of Todd Watts has been painted and the front of the 
building will be finished this summer as well and the painting on the museum on the Water Street side 
will be finished this spring. The facade funds were used to do the front side and the handicap ramp on 
the new Spring Creek BBQ building. There were 26 trees planted along the main street, by the lake, 
and on the side of Quimby’s lot. This spring the trees should be in bloom and there will be some color 
along the main street. There will be new benches along the main street creating sitting areas around 
town. There will be some lighting added to the streetscape as well.
I just would like to take the time to say thank you to Sue, Nancy, Rick, Jim and the selectmen for all 
their hard work that they do for the town. I want to thank the volunteers for all their work and effort 
you do to make the Town o f Monson a great place to live.
Julie Anderson 
Town Manager
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TOWN CLERK REPORT 2012-13
Proudly serving the towns o f  M onson, Blanchard and Elliottsville
INLAND FISHERIES & WILDLIFE
Combination License $44.00
Fishing or Hunting License $27.00
116 Fishing & Hunting licenses sold
BOAT REGISTRATIONS AS FOLLOWS PLUS FEES
0-10 Horsepower 
11-50 Horsepower 
51-115 Horsepower 
116 and Higher 
Personal Water Craft 
198 Boat Registrations sold
SNOWMOBILES
Registrations
109 Snowmobile licenses sold
ATY
Registrations 
105 ATV licenses sold
DOG LICENSES
Unaltered dogs 
Spayed and neutered dogs 
Kennel License 1-10 dogs
Late fees o f $25.00 after January 3 1st per State Law 
189 Dog licenses 
1_ Kennel License
Animal Control Officer was called out 11 times for 10 cats and 8 dogs reported as stray, 
lost or abandoned.
VITAL RECORDS
Births 5 Females
Marriages H. Douglas Britton & Karen G. McCall May 6, 2012
Paul J. Walker & Rhonda G. Lee July 14, 2012
Joseph W. Michaud & Jacqueline L. Goyette December 29, 2012
$21.00
$26.00
$32.00
$40.00
$40.00
$42.00
$34.00
$11.00 
$ 6.00 
$42.00 
$15.00
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IN REM EM BRANCE
Beulah M. Co hum Norma L. Hersey
Zelma A. SteVens M. Steward Smith
EOanyetine D. Jackson
Donald L  Matheu/s 
Gary J. Sears
41 Birth, Death, and Marriage certificates processed.
REGISTRAR’S REPORT
Town of Monson, Blanchard and Elliottsville has a total of 650 registered voters.
Democrats- 188 
Republicans- 201 
Green Independents- 43 
Un-enrolled- 218
November 6, 2012 election voter turnout- 453
A special Thank You to Frances Erickson our Warden, and to our Ballot Clerks, John Bozin, Sue 
Darling, George Geis, Dag Greenleaf, Doug Nelson, Cindy Ranta, Frances Turner, John Wentworth, 
Robert & Donna Wilson and Robert & Donna Winkler.
If anyone is interested in volunteering during election, please contact the Town Office at 
997-3641. '
BUREAU OF MOTOR VEHICLE REPORT
942 Automobile. Motorcycle and trailer registrations sold 
2,807 Total Transactions processed for 2012
In a continuing effort to save administrative funds, this Town Report was created, edited, assembled 
internally, and printed (with a savings of $1,712.50)
Respectfully submitted,
S m o k  7/C. "D&daiti
Susan M. DeLoia 
Town Clerk
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REPORT FROM THE ASSESSOR’S AGENT
Hello Friends and Neighbors,
Another year has come and gone and we are now looking forward to 2013, most of us hoping that this year 
will be better than the last, and all looking ahead with concern over our impending tax bills. At this point in 
time I have no definitive news concerning the proposed biennial State budget for FYI 2013 -2015. It appears 
that Governor LePage's original proposed budget has undergone some revisions by the Maine Legislature but 
the final affect on budget cuts to the municipalities, counties and education have yet to be revealed. It is sure 
that these entities will feel some pain from the ensuing State budget and it is a certainty that those reductions 
will be felt by the property tax payers in the coming years.
At this time one of the current programs not completely funded is the Homestead Exemption. The proposal 
is to disallow the exemption for homeowners under the age of 65. If that happens it would mean an increase 
of $140.00 and that would be w ithout any other revenue loss. Another proposed cut is the loss of revenue 
sharing which is money used to directly reduce your tax bill. In 2012 the amount of revenue sharing used to 
reduce the commitment was $30,000.00. These two items are the ones that would have the most direct effect 
on Monson. That is not to say there are not other proposals that would reduce reimbursements to the town 
but I believe these two would have the most impact.
Next o f course is the school. How much will be cut in State and Federal revenues and how those cuts will 
impact the school's budgeting. As of today no one has a clear answer to that question. We only know that 
whatever happens it will have a bearing on the ensuing property tax bill.
****ATTENTION****: If you are a veteran 62 years or older or disabled and have served in a 
Federally Recognized War period or are disabled you may be eligible for a property tax exemption, if 
you already receive this exemption you do not need to reapply. If you fee! you are eligible and not 
receiving the exemption, please contact the assessors’ office for more information.
If your land is classified in the Maine Tree Growth Tax Law you must have your Forest 
Management Plan updated every ten years or there may be financial penalties involved. If you 
are not sure when your due date is please contact us at 876-3300 for assistance.
We wish to convey our best wishes for a happy and prosperous year, it is a pleasure to be able to 
work with and assist the residents of Monson with their property tax issues. There is a wonderful 
crew of State Certified Assessors here at Hamlin Associates and I wish to thank them all.
Respectfully,
Elizabeth Morin, President 
Hamlin Associates, Inc 
625 St Hwy 150 
Parkman, ME 04443
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IMPORTANT
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS
Before making an assessment, the Assessor will give reasonable notice to all 
persons liable to taxation in the same municipality to furnish to the assessor true 
and perfect lists of their estates, not by law exempt from taxation of which they 
were possessed on the first day of April of the same year.
If  any person, after such notice, does not furnish such lists, he is hereby barred 
of his right to make application to the assessor or county commissioners for any 
abatement of his taxes, unless he furnishes such lists with this application and 
satisfies them that he was unable to furnish it at the time appointed.
M.R.S.A. TITLE 36 SECTION 653
Any veteran of the federally recognized wars who have reached the age of 62 by 
April first, must apply to the assessor by April first to be eligible for his $6,000.00 
dollar valuation exemption of taxes.
M.R.S.A. TITLE 36 SECTION 681-689
Any homeowner who is a legal resident of the State of Maine, who has owned 
homestead property in Maine for at least the past twelve (12) months and who 
can declare the homestead as his/her permanent place of residence, is eligible to 
apply for HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION. Please call the Town Office (997-3641) for 
an application and information.
NOTICE
The Assessor herby gives notice that the Assessor's Agent will be at the Town 
Office, by appointment, for the purpose stated above. To make an appointment 
call 997-3641. '
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TAX COLLECTOR’S REPORT
2010 UNCOLLECTED TAXES
NAME BALANCE AS OF 1-31-2012
** BURY, JOSEPH & LINDA $477.97
ERICKSON, ANNETTE , Heirs of, $467.49
ERICKSON, HENRY & ANNA $593.65
FLINT, HAROLD JR. $490.88
TOTAL $2,029.99
2011 UNCOLLECTED TAXES
ANDERSON, HOLLY $315.23
BJORK, RODERICK $839.61
BJORK, RODERICK $535.88
BURY, JOSEPH & LINDA $696.31
BURY, JOSEPH & LINDA $2,045.02
CHURCH, NORA $882.26
DICKEY, RAYMOND $415.91
ERICKSON, ANNETTE Heirs of, $584.19
ERICKSON, HENRY & ANNA $618.64
FROST, ROD & JACQUELINE $247.45
GRANT, ERROLL JR. $99.59
JOHNSON, SAM $343.39
KELLEY, ROCKY & SANDRA $1,190.04
MACE, RAYMOND JR. $505.30
MILLER, BETH $185.38
MORRISON, DONALD & $1,293.47
MORES, JAMES $485.03
PHILBROOK, EDWARD JR. $355.70
SHAW, KEITH JR. $995.38
SMITH, TIMOTHY $542.23
STEVENS, BRUCE $630.74
STEVENS, ELOISE, Heirs of, $1,218.42
STEVENS, KENT $702.93
STEVENS, SUSAN $2,574.17
STEVENS, SUSAN $1,571.67
STORER, KEVIN & DALYNDA $1,184.09
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2011 UNCOLLECTED TAXES
STORER, LARRY & ROBIN $656.89
TOMER, DANIEL & AMY $293.52
ULMAN, CARL $839.75
ULMAN, CARL $225.94
VAINIO, CARL $5,085.98
VAINIO, CARL $331.11
VAINIO, CARL $823.61
VAINIO, LAURIE $148.95
VAINIO, LAURIE $602.59
VAINIO, LAURIE $71.37
VAINIO, LAURIE $841.50
VAINIO, LAURIE $64.35
YOUNG, L., STOVER, A., & SMITH, M $1,445.78
TOTAL $32,489.37
2012 UNCOLLECTED TAXES
NAME BALANCE AS OF 1-31-13
* ALLEN, DAINA $200.00
ALLEY, SUSAN $504.00
ANDERSON, ARVID II $461.30
ANDERSON, ARVID II $84.42
ANDERSON, HOLLY $551.74
ANDERSON, WADE $601.02
ANDERSON, WADE $325.22
ANDERSON, WADE $221.90
ANDERSON, WADE $101.22
ARNOLD, RAYMOND & SHARON $400.26
BAKER, DONAND & JUDITH $627.86
BINETTE, LEO & CAROLYN $536.06
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2012 UNCOLLECTED TAXES
BJORK, RODERICK $815.64
BJORK, RODERICK $493.50
BJORK, RODERICK $4.34
BJORK, RODERICK $686.70
BJORK, SHERRI A. $357.38
BLANCHARD, JEAN-PIERRE & MARY $830.78
BREWER, RICHARD $309.40
BREWER, RICHARD $309.40
BROWN, ROBERT B. II $363.02
BURDIN, GAIL & KENT $903.14
BURTON, MARY $663.74
BURY, JOSEPH & LINDA $4,287.36
BURY, JOSEPH & LINDA $492.94
BURY, JOSEPH & LINDA $1,564.50
CAREY SR., JAMES $973.70
CHAMPAGNE, RAYMOND $1,189.48
CHASE, SHEPHEN $340.48
CHURCH, NORA $859.88
COBURN, VICKI $1,090.46
COLLINS, JAMES & PATRICIA $462.84
CRAIG, CHARLES $448.56
DICKEY, RAYMOND $386.96
DICKINSON, JANE $170.10
DIFRONZO, EUGENE $770.76
DUCKWORTH, GLEN $340.90
DUNFEE, EMERY & EDNA $2,140.92
ERICKSON, ANNETTE (Heirs of) $550.62
ERICKSON, HENRY & ANNA $592.34
* ERICKSON, U\URANCE SR. $959.84
FLINT, HAROLD JR. $446.46
FROST, ROD & JACQUELINE $157.46
GAGNE, NORMAN $2,105.42
GALLEAZZI-BURLIUK, ROBERT $48.24
GRANT, ERROLL JR. $934.78
** GRANT, PAUL & PAMELA $19.46
GREGORY, CANDACE $69.72
HAMILTON, LAWRENCE $480.90
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2012 UNCOLLECTED TAXES
HESCH, JOHN & RUGH $630.53
* HEWES, DOUGLAS & JANE $1,218.28
HUNT, TODD & BETSY $84.98
ICE, TOBY $777.70
JESSISON, STEVE $65.94
JOHNSON, SAM $281.54
JONES, JESSE $176.96
JONES, KENNETH & KATHLEEN $493.87
KARAM, CONRAD $234.50
KELLEY ROCKY & SANDRA $1,187.48
KNOWLES, THOMAS $529.76
KNOWLES, THOMAS $731.78
KNOWLES, THOMAS $613.20
LANCISI, ANTHONY $661.35
LANE, RICHARD $224.00
** LEONHARDT, SCOTT $459.76
MACE, RAYMOND $474.74
MARTIN, ALBERT & MARSHA $243.06
MCKENNA, DONALD $10.21
MELIA, ALAN & ERIC $707.70
MILLER, BETH BUZZELL $142.80
MMSC HOLDINGS, LLC $6,815.06
MMSC HOLDINGS, LLC $101.64
MONTANTI, SAL $413.39
MORRILL, STEPHEN $252.14
MORRISON, DONALD $1,292.76
MORSE, JAMES $465.92
NOBLE, DANA $101.36
PERKINS, MILLARD & NORMA $501.06
PHILBROOK, EDWARD & CHARLENE $471.52
PHILBROOK, EDWARD & CHARLENE $55.72
PHILBROOK, EDWARD JR. $372.12
PHILBROOK, JEREMY $280.14
18
2012 UNCOLLECTED TAXES
PIRIGYI-SZAFASZ, GAYLE LYNN $125.33
RICH, KENT & ROBYN $989.52
* RICH, KENT & ROBYN $1,225.84
SALDAMARCO, JENNIE $2,831.36
SBR REALTY LLC $1,067.22
SBR REALTY LLC $45.64
SBR REALTY LLC $105.70
SCHWENDT, IVAN $244.86
SHAW, KEITH JR. $983.22
SMITH, DANNIE $267.12
SMITH, TIMOTHY $507.08
* STEVENS, BETTINAN $1,106.42
STEVENS, BETTINAN $223.79
STEVENS, BRUCE $453.74
STEVEN, ELOISE, Heirs of $1,214.64
STEVENS, KENT $673.82
STEVEN, SUSAN $2,755.34
STEVEN, SUSAN $1,581.16
** STONE, DANIEL $55.72
** STONE, DANIEL $3.12
** STONE, DANIEL $159.24
** STONE, DANIEL $114.76
STONE, KENNETH JR. $460.46
STORER, KEVIN & DALYNDA $1,173.06
STORER, LARRY & ROBIN $608.16
TALBOT, CHARLES & TERESA $170.10
TETLOW, RICHARD $1,491.39
THOMPSON, BERNARD & CHARLOTTE $257.04
THOMPSON, BERNARD & CHARLOTTE $518.24
TOMER, ANY & DANIEL $831.18
TURNER, SARAH $841.82
ULMAN, CARL $815.78
ULMAN, CARL $178.92
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2012 UNCOLLECTED TAXES
VAINIO, CARL $135.66
VAINIO, CARL $327.32
VAINIO, CARL $204.82
VAINIO, CARL $294.00
VAINIO, CARL $376.60
VAINIO, CARL $156.52
VAINIO, CARL $45.64
VAINIO, CARL $63.56
VAINIO, CARL $805.00
VAINIO, CARL $367.08
VAINIO, CARL $84.28
VAINIO, CARL 111.44
VAINIO, LAURIE $575.68
VAINIO, LAURIE $24.50
VAINIO, LAURIE $331.52
VAINIO, LAURIE $16.66
VAINIO, STEPHEN & SHIRLEEN $373.80
VIANIO, STEPHEN & SHIRLEEN $238.00
** VILLONE, DANIEL $1,002.26
WOOD, MICHAEL & CHERYL $459.34
WYATT, WANDA, ADAMS, JOANN $864.08
WYMAN, RICHARD & MARILYN $940.96
YOUNG, L., STOVER, A., SMITH, M. $1,450.54
TOTAL $86,282.76
* PARTIAL PAYMENT AFTER 1-31-2013
** FULL PAYMENT AFTER 1-31-2013
2012 PERSONAL PROPERTY UNCOLLECTED
TOTAL $ 385.84
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REVENUES COLLECTED 2012
FEBRUARY1, 2012 - JANUARY 31, 2013
RESERVE DONATIONS
C & J  DURHAM $1,424.00
TOTAL
ADMINISTRATION
COPIES/FAX $147.25
AUTO EXCISE $80,702.54
BOAT EXCISE $1,651.20
AGENT FEES $3,583.00
NSFFEE -$25.00
CLERK FEES $1,165.36
COPY & FAX INCOME $216.25
OVER/SHORT -$47.00
BANK INTEREST $458.78
BGR. SAV PERT. CARE INT. $400.00
TOWN HALL $59.25
LICENSES $10.00
RESIDENT REIMBURSEMENT $0.00
HISTORY & COOK BOOKS $186.80
REAL ESTATE INTEREST $7,349.84
COSTS $917.67
REAL ESTATE TAXES $838,409.57
SUPPLEMENTAL TAXES $16.66
TAX ACQUIRED PROPERTY $732.47
PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES $5,099.92
VETERANS REIMBURSEMENT $704.00
TREE GROWTH $37,908.37
APPALACHAIN TRAIL $2,749.00
HOMESTEAD REIMBURSEMENT $13,485.00
STATE REVENUE SHARING $36,418.31
TOTAL $1,032,299.24
ANIMAL COTROL OFFICER
LATE FEE $50.00
CEMETARY
PERPETURAL CARE CD INTEREST $2,254.55
CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER
BUILDING & PLUMBING PERMITS $180.00
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FIRE DEPT
COUNTY CONTRACT $18,000.00
PROGRAM REVENUE-AUCTION $82.50
WILLIMANTIC CONTRACT $9,000.00
DONATIONS $342.67
TOTAL $27,425.17
GENERAL ASSISTANCE
STATE ADMIN/BLANCHARD $1,742.25
GYM
RENTAL $288.00
HIGHWAY
URIP 30,624.00
LIBRARY
E-RATE 472.90
MUNICIPAL BUILDING
BUILDING RENTAL 115.00
SCHOOL BUILDING
SCHOOL REVENUE 11,569.70
CALENDAR 1,446.13
TOTAL 13,015.83
RECREATION
ME COM FOUNDATION (WENTWORTH TRUST) 1,503.60
HOLIDAYS 45.00
PROGRAMS 245.65
TOTAL 1,794.25
SNOWMOBILE
NARROW GAUGE 582.56
HEALTH & WELFARE
HEALTH CLINIC 500.00
SOLID WASTE
PERMIT 18.00
DEMO 1,682.00
COMMERCIAL HAULER 449.00
MSW COLLECTIONS 17,263.00
MRC DISTRIBUTION 6,095.58
COUNTY CONTRACT 18,700.00
UNIVERSAL WASTE 532.00
TOTAL 44,739.58
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SAVINGS AND INVESTMENTS 2012
Perpetual Care CD-Bangor Savings $701.56
Monson Food Cupboard $13.29
175t h Anniversary Account $2,651.28
Bridget Burke Memorial Fund $719.01
C & J Durham Fund $8,503.61
Memorial Park $197.99
Tennis Court $280.20
Total $13,066.94
TRUST FUNDS
Bangor Savings Accts Includes:
School Ad ministerial Fund $451,96
Soldiers Monument Fund $1,217.09
Chapin Trust Fund $9,262.64
Wentworth Trust Fund $82.90
Monson Better Health Assoc. $7,656.97
Rebecca Julie Crafts Sheridan $121.22
James Durham Memorial Rec. Fund $4.204.70
Total $22,997.46
PERPETUAL CARE CD'S
Key Bank Investment $142,850.62
Bangor Savings-45 $35,063.16
Bangor Savings-87 $8,862.63
Bangor Savings-CD-69 $28,620.29
Camden National-Bill Wentworth Beautification $9.953.38
Total $225,350.08
Income from CD's $8,471.39
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Departmental Operating Expense 2012-13
Administration
Budget as Follows 2012
Appropriations $49,025.00
Anticipated Revenue $26,000.00
Surplus 310.000.00
Total $85,025.00
Revenue Accounts Used
Boat Excise $1,200.00
Clerk Fees $ 900.00
Agent Fees / Registrations $3,600.00
Real Estate Interest $4,900.00
Tree Growth $15,000.00
Copies & Faxes $ 400.00
Total $26,000.00
Expenditures 2012
Special Purpose / Lake Hebron Cost Share $1,200.00
Advertisement $331.55
Audit $3,200.00
Legal $00.00
Postage $1,373.53
Printing $250.00
Registry of Deeds 19.50
Office Supplies $1,431.88
Miscellaneous Supplies $145.25
Bank Fees $1,224.51
Dues / Subscriptions /Registrations $2,200.85
Mileage $562.72
Part-Time Election $560.00
Office Equipment 525.41
Selectmen $2,100.00
Part-Time Payroll $4,822.88
Secretary Payroll $23,605.00
Town Manager Payroll $31,999.81
Photo Copy Contract $2,217.38
Trio $5,062.16
Balance to Undesignated Fund $2,192.57
Total Expenditures 2012 $85,025.00
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Assessing
Budget as Follows 2012
Anticipated Revenue $10,920.00
Total $10/920.00
Revenue Accounts Used
Veterans Reimbursement $500.00
Real Estate Interest $2,280.00
Tree Growth $5,500.00
Appalachian Trail $2.640.00
Total $10,920.00
Expenditures 2012
Hamlin Associates $10,920.00
Total Expenditures 2012 $10,920.00
Animal Control Officer
Budget as Follows 2012
Appropriations $900.00
Total $900.00
Expenditures 2012
Personnel Payroll $180.50
Mileage $153.96
Balance to Undesignated Fund $565.54
Total Expenditures 2012 $900.00
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Cemetery
Budget as Follows 2012
Appropriations $9,100.00
Anticipated Revenue $1,500.00
Surplus $3,900.00
Total $14,500.00
Revenue Accounts Used
Perpetual Care Interest $1,500.00
Total $1,500.00
Expenditures 2012
Personnel $10,500.00
Misc. $25.00
Repairs $100.00
Balance to Undesignated Fund $3.875.00
Total Expenditures 2012 $14,500.00
Community Health & Welfare
Budget as Follows 2012
Appropriations 
Anticipated Revenue 
Total
Revenue Accounts Used
Monson Better Health Trust Fund 
Total
Expenditures 2012
Community Health & Counseling 
Eastern Area on Aging 
Monson Better Health and Trust 
Penquis Cap Program 
Pine Tree Hospice 
American Red Cross 
Woman Care Aegis 
Southern Piscataquis Chamber 
American Legion 
Balance to Undesignated Fund 
Total Expenditures 2012
$1,460.00
$500.00
$1,960.00
$500.00
$500.00
$100.00
$100.00
$500.00
$400.00
$50.00
$50.00
$150.00
$175.00
$450.00
$-15.00
$1,960.00
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Debt Service
Budget as Follows 2012
Appropriations $11,300.00
Total $11,300.00
Expenditures 2012
North Guilford Road Drainage Project $10,811.80
Balance to Undesignated Fund $488.20
Total Expenditures 2012 $11,300.00
Fire Department
Budget as Follows 2012
Appropriations $9,900.00
Anticipated Revenue $27,000.00
Surplus $3.200.00
Total $40,100.00
Revenue Accounts Used
Fire Contracts-Elliottsville, Blanchard, and Willimantic $27,000.00
Total $27,000.00
Expenditures 2012
Misc, Supplies $20.00
First Responders $215.90
Chief Payroll $1,400.00
Volunteer Payroll $7,993.86
Workers Compensation $800.00
New Equipment Purchase $16,460.09
Gas & Oil $2,582.25
Cascade Fire $300.00
Truck Repair $2,435.46
Radio Repair $47.25
Fire Equipment Repair $80.93
Hydrant Repairs $397,69
Dues and Subscriptions $845.00
Telephone $629.61
New Radio $2,749.54
Balance to Undesignated Fund $3,142.42
Total Expenditures 2012 $40,100.00
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Fire Equipment Fund
Appropriations $10,000.00
Balance Forward $52,997.00
Total $62,997.00
Expenditures 2012
New Fire Truck $59,400.00
Carry Balance Forward $3,597.00
Total Expenditures 2012 $62,997.00
General Assistance
Budget as Follows 2012
Anticipated Revenue $300.00
Surplus $2.700.00
Totals $3,000.00
Expenditures 2012
General Assistance $1,534.33
Balance to Undesignated Fund $1.465.67
Total Expenditures 2012 $3,000.00
Gym
Budget as Follows 2012
Appropriations $5,150.00
Surplus $2,000.00
Total $7,150.00
Expenditures 2012
General Supplies $65.88
Misc. $37.66
Building Improvement Fund $392.42
Electric $750.20
Heating $3,229.33
Balance To Undesignated Funds $2.674.51
Total $7,150.00
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Gym Building Improvement Fund
Budget as Follows 2012
Appropriations
Balance to Undesignated Fund
Highway
Budget as Follows 2012
Anticipated Revenue 
Total
Revenue Accounts Used
Excise Tax 
Total
Expenditures 2012
Regular Payroll 
Administration Supplies 
Mileage 
Gas &. Oil
Equipment Hire/Rental 
Highway Equipment Repair 
Truck Repair 
Grading spring/fall 
Mowing
Road Improvements
Drug and Alcohol Testing
Dues/Subscriptions/Registrations
New Equipment Purchase
Cold Patch
Culverts
Genera! Supplies 
Gravel
Signs & Striping 
Sidewalk Labor/Machine 
Balance to Undesignated Fund 
Total Expenditures 2012
$500.00
$500.00
i6Q.900.00
$60,900.00
$60.900.00
$60,900.00
$27,986.40
$54.92
$1,542.10
$5,257.96
$190.00
$3,522.61
$116.77
$1,395.00
$1,210.00
$41,021.73
$235.45
$130.00
$75.00
$3,564.40
$679.96
$1,195.02
$846.00
$1,088.02
$2,066.25
$9.915.83
$60,900.00
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Sidewalk Improvement Fund
Budget as Follows 2012
Carry Forward $14,000.00
Appropriations $1,000.00
Total $15/000.00
Balance Forward to 2013 $15/000.00
Highway Equipment Fund
Budget as Follows 2012
Appropriations $10,000.00
Carry Forward $55,000.00
Total $65,000.00
Balance forward to 2013 $65/000.00
Town Road Improvement Fund
Budget as Follows 2012
Appropriations 
Anticipated Revenue 
Surplus 
Total
$15,000.00
$30,000.00
$5,000.00
$50/000.00
Expenditures 2012
Road and Culvert work
Steward, Barrows Falls, & Elliottsville Road Ditching
Balance to Forward to 2013
Total
$41,021.73
$8,978.27
$50,000.00
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Plowing and Sanding
Budget as Follows 2012
Appropriations $45,949.00
Anticipated Revenue $19,100.00
Surplus $33.500.00
Total $98,549.00
Expenditures 2012
Plowing &. Sanding Contract $71,548.23
Winter Sand $16,400.00
Salt $9,588.56
Balance to Undesignated Funds $1.012.21
Total Expenditures 2012 $98,549.00
Insurance
Budget as Follows 2012
Appropriations $29,233.00
Surplus $13.500.00
Total $42,733.00
Expenditures 2012
Property / Liability $12,167.00
Alternative Insurance $1,454.14
Health / Life $8,902.17
Social Security / Medicare $8,407.17
Retirement $561.33
Unemployment $3,605.00
Workman's Compensation $4,022.00
Balance to Undesignated Fund $3.614.19
Total Expenditures 2012 $42,733.00
Library
Budget as Follows 2012
Appropriations $700.00
Surplus $500.00
Total $1,200.00
Expenditures 2012
Utilities / Fax Line $628.39
Dues/Subscriptions/Registrations $395.00
Building Improvement fund $141.64
New Equipment $65.49
Balance To Undesignated Funds $-30.52
Total Expenditures 2012 $1,200.00
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Municipal Building
Budget as Follows 2012
Appropriations $12,355.00
Surplus $1,800.00
Total $14,155.00
Expenditures 2012
Special Purpose $11,636.00
General Supplies $341.97
Building Improvement Fund $1,409.34
Cleaning Contract $1,365.00
Electric $2,717.78
Heating $5,365.11
Furnace Contract $130.87
Telephone $1,080.71
Sewer $575.00
Water $253.30
Dues/Subscriptions/Registrations $630.00
Expenditures 2012 $14,155.00
Municipal Building Improvements
Budget as Follows 2012
Appropriations $11,500.00
Total $11,500.00
Expenditures 2012
New Roof $11,500.00
Total $11,500.00
Municipal Programs
Budget as Follows 2012
Appropriations $2,910.00
Surplus $1,200.00
Total $4,110.00
Expenditures 2012
Beautification $854.25
Repairs $107.17
Balance to Undesignated Funds $3,148.58
Total Expenditures 2012 $4,110.00
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Monson Community Center
Budget as Follows:
Balance Forward 
Anticipated Revenues 
Total
Expenditures 2012
Heat
Electricity
Maintenance-Repairs
Water
Functions
Advertisement
Security Deposit
Misc.
Dues
Building Improvement 
Balance Forward to 2012 
Total Expenditures
$14,993.93
$10.906.07
$25,900.00
$11,681.58
$5,258.26
$632.11
$663.16
$1,549.26
$23.98
$175.00
$166.17
$75.00
$2,690.45
$2.985.03
$25,900.00
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Planning / Community Development
Budget as Follows 2012
Appropriations $250.00
Total $250.00
Expenditures 2012
Advertisement $179.08
Balance to Undesignated Fund $70.92
Total Expenditures 2012 $250.00
Recreation
Budget as Follows 2012
Appropriations $1,000.00
Anticipated Revenue $1,500.00
Surplus $2,000.00
Total $4,500.00
Revenue Accounts Used
Festivals $500.00
ME Community Foundation $1,500.00
Donations and programs $500.00
Total $2,500.00
Expenditures 2012
Rental Portable Toilets $500.00
Improvements $43.74
Facility Repair $141.12
Snow Roller Day $489.96
Summer Festival $2,549.15
Sports Activities $553.01
Balance to Undesignated Fund $223.02
Total Expenditures 2012 $4,500.00
Schools
Commitment S.A.D. #68 $493,193.10
Expenditures 2012
MSAD #68 $493,192.58
Balance to Undesignated Fund $0.52
Total Expenditures 2012 $493,193.10
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County Tax
Commitment County Tax $86,584.00
Expenditures 2012
Piscataquis County Tax $86,584.00
Street Lights
Budget as Follows 2012
Appropriations $7,800.00
Surplus $1,200.00
Total $9,000.00
Expenditures 2012
Street Lights $7,862.11
Balance to Undesignated Fund $ 1,137.89
Total $9,000.00
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Transfer Station
Budget as Follows 2012
Appropriations $16,005.00
Anticipated Revenue $42,030.00
Surplus $9,000.00
Total Expenditures 2012 $67,035.00
Revenue Accounts Used
Permit $30.00
Demo $1,500.00
County Contract $1,870.00
MRC Distribution $5,000.00
Commercial Hauler $400.00
MSW Collections $16,000.00
Uni-waste Collections $400.00
Total $42,030.00
Expenditures 2012
Municipal Review Committee $281.60
PERC $21,608.72
Demo Disposal $31,386.65
Recycling $4,485.96
General Supplies $13.17
License / Fees $388.00
Miscellaneous $1,160.00
Dues/Subscriptions/Registrations $100.00
Part-Time Payroll $6,271.38
Mileage $104.80
Universal Waste Removal $64.52
Electric $931.90
Balance to Undesignated Fund $238.30
Total Expenditures 2012 $67,035.00
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TOWN OF MONSON 
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING WARRANT 
MARCH 18, 2013
To Susan DeLoia or any other resident in the Town o f M onson, in the 
County o f  Piscataquis and the State o f  M aine.
GREETINGS
In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to notify and 
warn the inhabitants o f said Town of Monson, in said county and state, 
qualified by law to vote in town affairs, to meet at the Monson 
Community Center, in said town, on Monday the 18,h day of March 
2013 A.D. at Six thirty O’clock in the evening then and there to act on 
the following articles to wit:
ARTICLE I To choose a Moderator to preside at said meeting.
ARTICLE 2 To choose a one (1) Selectman for a three (3) year term, who will serve as
Assessor and Overseer o f the Poor and to fix the Board o f Selectmen’s 
compensation for the ensuing year at $2,100.00.
ARTICLE 3 To choose (1) one person for the Monson Utilities District for a term of 
three (5) years.
ARTICLE 4 To choose (2) two people for the Planning Board for a term of five (5) 
years.
ARTICLES To choose one (2) two people for the Planning Board- Associated
Members one for a term of five (5) years and 1 for a unexpired term.
ARTICLE 6 To choose two (2) people for the Board o f Appeals for a term of three ( 3)
years.
ARTICLE 7 To choose four (4) people for the Recreation Committee for a term of 
three (3) years.
ARTICLES To see if the Town will transfer local road assistance payments when 
received from the State of Maine during fiscal year 2013, to the Highway 
Department Account and to authorize the Road Commissioner to spend a 
portion, or that entire sum, as they see fit, on paving or other Highway 
Department expenditures.
ARTICLE 9 
ARTICLE 10
ARTICLE II 
ARTICLE 12
ARTICLE 13 
ARTICLE 14
ARTICLE 15 
ARTICLE 16
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to appoint all 
other necessary officers as needed.
To see if the Town will vote to have the 2013 taxes committed by July 1, 
2013: that they be due and payable on that date; that all taxes paid within 
thirty (30) days o f the bills postmark, receive a 2% discount, and all taxes 
unpaid as of September 1st, 2012 be subject to a 7%  * interest rate.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen, on behalf of the 
Town, to sell and dispose of any real estate acquired by the Town for 
nonpayment of taxes thereon, on such terms as they deem advisable and to 
execute and deliver a quit-claim deed for such property.
To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen on behalf o f the Town to 
sell and to dispose of any surplus Town owned personal property under 
$500.00 in value, on such terms as they deem advisable according to the 
laws o f the State o f Maine, and to dedicate any revenue generated from 
such sales to the Town’s surplus fund.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to transfer 
unexpended balances to accounts that may overdraft.
To see if the Town, in accordance with 36 M.R.S.A., Section 506 will 
authorize the Tax Collector and Town Treasurer to accept prepayment of 
taxes not yet committed and to pay no interest thereon.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to spend an 
amount not to exceed 2/12th o f the budgeted amount in each budget 
category of the Fiscal 2014 annual budget during the period from February 
151 2014 to March Annual Town Meeting 2014
To see if the Town will vote to accept the funds received from any 
insurance claims or equipment charges and allow said funds to be returned 
to the account in which the expenditure was made to cover loss.
ARTICLE 17 To see if the Town will vote to transfer the state snowmobile 
reimbursement funds to the Narrow Gauge Riders Snowmobile Club.
ARTICLE 18
ARTICLE 19
ARTICLE 20
ARTICLE 21
ARTICLE 22
To see if the Town will vote to accept any gifts, unanticipated donations or 
pass through funds that may be provided by individual(s), business 
associations, charitable groups, or other organizations, which have not 
been listed in any o f the previous articles, if the Selectpersons determine 
that the gifts, donations, or pass through funds and their purposes are in 
the best interest of the Town.
To see if the Town will vote to raise, appropriate and authorize the
Officers to spend $85,650.00 for the Administration Department.
Appropriations $49,650.00
Anticipated Revenue $26,000.00
Surplus $10.000.00
Total $85,650.00
(Budget Committee/ Selectmen Recommend) Page 37
To see if the Town will vote to raise, and authorize the Officers to spend 
$11,250.00 for the Assessing Department.
Anticipated Revenue $11.250.00
Total $11,250.00
{Budget Committee / Selectmen Recommend) Page 38
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and authorize the Officers to 
spend $900.00 for the Animal Control Officer.
Appropriations $340.00
Surplus $560.00
Total $900.00
(Budget Committee / Selectmen Recommend) Page 38
To see if  the Town will vote to raise, and authorize the Officers to spend 
$16,400.00 for the Cemetery.
Appropriations $11,025.00
Surplus $3,875.00
Anticipated Revenue $1.500.00
Total $16,400.00
(Budget Committee / Selectmen Recommend) Page 39
ARTICLE 23
ARTICLE 24
ARTICLE 25
ARTICLE 26
ARTICLE 27
ARTICLE 28
To see if the Town will vote to raise, appropriate and authorize the 
Officers to spend $41,250.00 for the Fire Department.
Appropriation $11,250.00
Anticipated Revenue $27,000.00
Surplus $3.000.00
Total $41,250.00
(Budget Committee /  Selectmen Recommend) Page 40
To see if the Town will vote to raise, and authorize the Officers to spend 
$13,597.00 for the Fire Equipment Fund.
Appropriation $10,000,00
Balance Forward $3,597.00
Total $13,597.00
(Budget Committee/Selectmen Recommend) Page 43
To see if the Town will vote to raise, appropriate and authorize the 
Officers to spend $7,150.00 for the Municipal Gym.
Appropriations $4,550.00
Surplus $2.600.00
Total $7,150.00
(Budget Committee /  Selectmen Recommend) Page 41
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Officers to spend $1,000.00 
for the Municipal Gym Building Improvement Fund.
Appropriations $1.000.00
Total $1,000.00
(Budget Committee / Selectmen Recommend) Page 41
To see if  the Town will vote to appropriate and authorize the Officers to 
spend $3,000.00 for the General Assistance.
Anticipated Revenue $300.00
Surplus $2.700.00
Totals $3,000.00
(Budget Committee/ Selectmen Recommend) Page 41
To see if  the Town will vote to appropriate and authorize the Officers to 
spend $1,600.00 for the Library.
Appropriations $1.600.00
Total $1,600.00
(Budget Committee / Selectmen Recommend) Page 45
ARTICLE 29 To see if  the Town will vote to raise, appropriate and authorize the
Officers to spend $62,650.00 for the Highway Department.
Anticipated Revenue $62.650.00
Total $62,650.00
(Budget Committee /  Selectmen Recommend) Page 42
ARTICLE 30 To see if the Town will vote to raise, appropriate and authorize the 
Officers to Spend $106,000.00 for Winter Plowing and Sanding.
Appropriations $71,000.00
Surplus $35.000.00
Total $106,000.00
(Budget Committee/Selectmen Recommend) Page 44
ARTICLE 31 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Officers to spend $15,000.00 
for the Sidewalk Improvement Fund.
Balance Forward $15.000.00
Total $15,000.00
(Budget Committee /  Selectmen Recommend) Page 42
ARTICLE 32 To see if  the Town will vote to authorize the Officers to spend $50,000.00
for the Town Road Improvement Fund
Appropriations $13,671.73
Anticipated Revenues $17,350.00
Surplus $10,000.00
Balance Forward $8,978.27
Total $50,000.00
(Budget Committee /  Selectmen Recommend) Page 43
ARTICLE 33 To see if  the Town will vote to authorize the Officers to spend $75,000.00
for the Town Equipment Fund
Appropriations $10,000.00
Balance Forward $65.000.00
Total $75,000.00
(Budget Committee /  Selectmen Recommend). Page 43
ARTICLE 34 To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and authorized the Officers to 
spend $60,500.00 for the Town Pavement Account
ARTICLE 35
ARTICLE 36
ARTICLE 37
ARTICLE 38
Anticipated Revenues $30,600.00
Surplus $ 4,900.00
Balance Forward $25.000.00
Total $60,500.00
(Budget Committee/Selectmen Recommend) Rage 44
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and authorize the Officers to 
spend $40,760.00 for the Tow n Insurance.
Appropriations $28,160.00
Surplus $12,600.00
Totals $40,760.00
(Budget Committee /  Selectmen Recommend) Page 44
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Officers to spend $5,100.00 
for the Municipal Programs.
Appropriations $1,600.00
Anticipated Revenue $400.00
Surplus $3.100.00
Totals $5,100.00
(Budget Committee /  Selectmen Recommend) Page 46
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and authorize the Officers to 
spend $15,160.00 for the Municipal Building.
Appropriations $14,260.00
Surplus $900.00
Totals $15,160.00
(Budget Committee /  Selectmen Recommend) Page 45
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and authorize the Officers to 
spend $11,500.00 for Municipal Building Improvement Fund.
Appropriations $8.000.00
Totals $8,000.00
(Budget Committee/Selectmen Recommend) Page 46
ARTICLE 39
ARTICLE 40
ARTICLE 41
ARTICLE 42
ARTICLE 43
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and authorize the Officers to 
spend $4,500.00 for the Planning/Community Development 
Department.
Appropriations $2,500.00
Surplus $2.000.00
Total $4,500.00
(Budget Committee / Selectmen Recommend) Page 47
To see if the Town will vote to raise, appropriate and authorize the 
Officers to spend $4,500.00 for the Recreation Committee.
Appropriations $2,780.00
Anticipated Revenue $1,500.00
Surplus $220.00
Total $4,500.00
(Budget Committee / Selectmen Recommend) Page 48
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and authorize the Officers to 
spend S9,000.00 for the Street Lights.
Appropriations $7,900.00
Surplus $1,100.00
Total $9,000.00
(Budget Committee / Selectmen Recommend) Page 48
To see if the Town will vote to raise, appropriate and authorize the 
Officers to spend $1,975.00 for the Community Health & Welfare 
Account.
Appropriations $1,475.00
Anticipated Revenue $500.00
Total $1,975.00
(Budget Committee / Selectmen Recommend) Page 39
To see if the Town will vote to raise, appropriate and authorize the 
Officers to spend $70,970.00 for the Transfer Station.
Appropriations $ 18,940.00
Anticipated Revenues $42,030.00 
Surplus $10.000.00
Total $70,970.00
(Budget Committee /  Selectmen Recommend) Page 49
ARTICLE 44 To see if the Town will vote to raise, appropriate and authorize the 
Officers to spend S24,075.00 for the Monson Community' Center
ARTICLE 45 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen on behalf
of the Town to dispose of public property on such terms as they deem 
advisable.
ARTICLE 46 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the municipal officers to pay tax 
abatements out of the overlay account.
The Registrar will be open regular office hours, Monday, March 18th, 2013 for the 
purpose o f correcting the list of Voters. You must be a registered voter o f the town to 
vote at the town meeting.
S/Shawn M. Nelson 
Shawn M. Nelson
S/Karl C. Martin Jr. 
Karl C. Martin Jr.
S/Brvant M. Brown Jr. 
Bryant M. Brown Jr.
Anticipated Revenues 
Balance Forward 
Total
$18,980.14
$5.094.86
$24,075.00
(Budget Committee/Selectmen Recommend) Page 47
Given under our hands this day 8th of March A.D. 2013
OPERATING ACCOUNTS 2013-2014 
RECONCILIATION OF BUDGET & WARRANT
THE FOLLOWING PAGES ARE THE NEW 2013-2014 BUDGET
FOR THE TOWN OF MONSON
OPERATING EXPENSES FOR 2013-2014 BUDGET
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Administration
Article 19
Budget as Follows 2013
Appropriations $49,650.00
Anticipated Revenue $26,000.00
Surplus $10,000.00
Total $85,650.00
Revenue Accounts Used
Boat Excise $1,300.00
Clerk Fees $1,000.00
Agent Fees / Registrations $3,500.00
Real Estate Interest $3,590.00
Tree Growth $16,260.00
Copies & Faxes $ 350.00
Total $26,000.00
Proposed Expenditures 2013
Special Purpose / Lake Hebron Cost Share $1,200.00
Advertisement $350.00
Audit $3,300.00
Legal $350.00
Postage $1,500.00
Printing $250.00
Registry of Deeds $50.00
Election Expense $625.00
Office Supplies $1,300.00
Miscellaneous Supplies $150.00
Bank Fees $250.00
Dues / Subscriptions /Registrations $550.00
Maine Municipal Fees $1,600.00
Mileage $750.00
Office Equipment 525.00
Selectmen $2,100.00
Town Clerk Stipend $880.00
Part-Time Payroll $5,800.00
Secretary Payroll $23,720.00
Town Manager Payroll $33,000.00
Photo Copy Contract $2,000.00
Trio $5,400.00
Total Proposed Expenditures 2013 $85,650.00
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Assessing
Article 20
Budget as Follows 2013
Anticipated Revenue 
Total
Revenue Accounts Used
Veterans Reimbursement 
Real Estate Interest 
Tree Growth 
Appalachian Trail 
Total
Proposed Expenditures 2013
Hamlin Associates
Total Proposed Expenditures 2013
Animal Control Officer
Article 21
Budget as Follows 2013rrtions ss
Total »900'00
Proposed Expenditures 2013
Personnel Payroll
Ve f Fees * m Q 0
Total Proposed Expenditures 2013 $900.00
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Cemetery
Article 22
Budget as Follows 2013
Appropriations $11,025.00
Anticipated Revenue $1,500.00
Surplus $3.875.00
Total $16,400.00
Revenue Accounts Used
Perpetual Care Interest $1,500.00
Total $1,500.00
Proposed Expenditures 2013
Personnel $11,000.00
Sexton $2,000.00
Field Repairs $400.00
Building Repairs $3,000.00
Total Proposed Expenditures 2013 $16,400.00
Community Health & Welfare
Article 42
Budget as Follows 2013
Appropriations $1,475.00
Anticipated Revenue $500.00
Total $1,975.00
Revenue Accounts Used
Monson Better Health Trust Fund $500.00
Total $500.00
Proposed Expenditures 2013
Community Health & Counseling $100.00
Eastern Area on Aging $100.00
Monson Better Health and Trust $500.00
Penquis Cap Program $400.00
Pine Tree Hospice $50.00
American Red Cross $50.00
Woman Care Aegis $150.00
Southern Piscataquis Chamber $175.00
American Legion $450.00
Total Proposed Expenditures 2013 $1,975.00
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Fire Department
Article 23
Budget as Follows 2013
Appropriations $11,250.00
Anticipated Revenue $27,000.00
Surplus $3.000.00
Total $41,250.00
Revenue Accounts Used
Fire Contracts-Eliiottsville, Blanchard, and Willimantic $27,000.00
Total $27,000.00
Proposed Expenditures 2013
Misc. -  Office Supplies $300.00
First Responders $500.00
Chief Payroll $1,500.00
Volunteer Payroll $9,000.00
Physicals $400.00
School/Training $2,000.00
New Equipment Purchase $16,000.00
Gas & Oil $2,500.00
Cascade Fire $300.00
Truck Repair $3,000.00
Radio Repair $300,00
Fire Equipment Repair $1,000.00
Flydrant Repairs $300.00
Dues and Subscriptions $450.00
Fireman Insurance $800.00
Telephone $600.00
New Radio $1,100.00
Pumper Test/Rating $1,200.00
Total Proposed Expenditures 2013 $41,250.00
Fire Equipment Fund
Article 24
Appropriations $10,000.00
Balance Forward $3,597.00
Total $13,597.00
Proposed Expenditures 2013
New Equipment $13,597.00
Total Proposed Expenditures 2013 $13,597.00
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General Assistance
Article 27
Budget as Follows 2013
Surplus $2,700.00
Anticipated Revenue $300.00
Totals $3,000.00
Proposed Expenditures 2013
General Assistance $3.000.00
Total Proposed Expenditures 2013 $3,000.00
Gym
Article 25
Budget as Follows 2012
Appropriations $4,550.00
Surplus $2,600.00
Total $7,150.00
Proposed Expenditures 2013
General Supplies $150.00
Building Maintenance $1,000.00
Electric $1,000.00
Heating $5,000.00
Total Proposed Expenditures $7,150.00
Gym Building Improvement Fund
Article 26
Budget as Follows 2013
Appropriations $1,000.00
Total $1,000.00
Proposed Expenditures 2013
Door $1,000.00
Total Proposed Expenditures 2013 $1,000.00
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Highway Operational Account
Article 29
Budget as Follows 2013
Anticipated Revenue $62,650.00
Total $62,650.00
Revenue Accounts Used
Excise Tax $62,650.00
Total $62,650.00
Proposed Expenditures 2013
Regular Payroll $28,600.00
Part Time Labor $2,000.00
Mileage $1,500.00
Gas & Oil/Diesel $5,000.00
Equipment Hire/Rental $400.00
Highway Equipment Repair $4,000.00
Grading spring/fall $3,000.00
Mowing $1,700.00
Drug and Alcohol Testing $250.00
Registration Class $250.00
New Equipment Purchase $800.00
Cold Patch $4,500.00
Culverts $1,500.00
General Supplies $1,000.00
Gravel $1,000.00
Liquid Calcium $2,650.00
Signs & Striping $1,000.00
Brush & Trees $1,000.00
Sidewalk Labor/Machine $2.500.00
Total Proposed Expenditures 2013 $62,650.00
Sidewalk Improvement Fund
Article 31
Budget as Follows 2013
Balance Forward $15,000.00
Total $15,000.00
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Highway Equipment Fund
Article 33
Budget as Follows 2013
Appropriations $10,000.00
Balance Forward $65,000.00
Total $75,000.00
Proposed Expenditures 2013
New Equipment $75,000.00
Total Proposed Expenditures 2013 $75,000.00
Town Road Improvement Fund
Article 32
Budget as Follows 2013
Appropriations $13,671.73
Anticipated Revenue $17,350.00
Surplus $10,000.00
Balance Forward $8,978.27
Total $50,000.00
Proposed Expenditures 2013
Town Road Improvement $50,000.00
Total Proposed Expenditures 2013 $50,000.00
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Plowing and Sanding
Article 30
Budget as Follows 2013
Appropriations $71,000.00
Surplus $35.000.00
Total $106,000.00
Proposed Expenditures 2013
Plowing & Sanding Contract $77,500.00
Winter Sand $18,000.00
Salt $10,000.00
Fuel Charge $500.00
Total Proposed Expenditures 2013 $106,000.00
Paving Account
Article 34
Budget as Follows 2013
Revenues $30,600.00
Surplus $4,900.00
Carry Forward $25.000.00
Total Proposed Expenditures 2013 $60,500.00
Insurance
Article 35
Budget as Follows 2013
Appropriations $28,160.00
Surplus $12,600.00
Total $40,760.00
Proposed Expenditures 2013
Property / Liability $14,400.00
Alternative Insurance $1,560.00
Health / Life $8,200.00
Social Security / Medicare $9,000.00
Maine State Retirement $500.00
Unemployment $3,400.00
Workman's Compensation $3,700.00
Total Proposed Expenditures 2013 $40,760.00
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Library
Article 28
Budget as Follows 2013
Appropriations $1,600.00
Total $1,600.00
Proposed Expenditures 2013
Utilities / Fax Line $650.00
Part Time $475.00
Dues/Subscriptions/Registrations $400.00
New Equipment $75.00
Total Proposed Expenditures 2013 $1,600.00
Municipal Building
Article 37
Budget as Follows 2013
Appropriations $14,260.00
Surplus $900.00
Total $15,160.00
Proposed Expenditures 2013
General Supplies $300.00
Building Maintenance $1,000.00
Cleaning Contract $2,250.00
Electric $3,000.00
Heating $5,800.00
Furnace Contract $175.00
Telephone $650.00
Internet $480.00
Sewer $575.00
Water $300.00
Dues/Subscriptions/Registrations $630.00
Total Proposed Expenditures 2013 $15,160.00
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Municipal Building Improvements
Article 38
Budget as Follows 2013
Appropriations $8,000.00
Total $8,000.00
Proposed Expenditures 2013
Insulation $4,000.00
Windows $4,000.00
Total Proposed Expenditures $8,000.00
Municipal Programs
Article 36
Budget as Follows 2013
Appropriations $1,600.00
Anticipated Revenues $400.00
Surplus $3,100.00
Total $5,100.00
Proposed Expenditures 2013
Flags $350.00
Flowers $300.00
Electric Plug ins on Poles $100.00
Lights $150.00
Lake Hebron Dam $4,000.00
Senior Luncheon $200.00
Total Proposed Expenditures 2013 $ 5,100.00
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Monson Community Center
Article 44
Budget as Follows:
Balance Forward $5,094.86
Anticipated Revenues $18,980.14
Total $24,075.00
Proposed Expenditures 2013
Heat $12,000.00
Electricity $5,000.00
Maintenance-Repairs $2,500.00
Furnace Contract Repair $1,000.00
Water $500.00
Functions $1,500.00
Supplies $200.00
Security Deposit $300.00
Dues $75.00
Non Profit Status $1,000.00
Total Proposed Expenditures $24,075.00
Planning And Community Development
Article 39
Budget as Follows 2013
Appropriations 
Total
Proposed Expenditures 2013
Consultant
Total Proposed Expenditures 2013
$4.500.00
$4,500.00
$4.500.00
$4,500.00
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RECREATION
Article 40
Budget as Follows 2013
Appropriations $2,780.00
Anticipated Revenue $1,500.00
Surplus $220.00
Total $4,500.00
Revenue Accounts Used
ME Community Foundation $1.500.00
Total $1,500.00
Proposed Expenditures 2013
Rental Portable Toilets $500.00
Facility Repair $200.00
Snow Roller Day $700.00
Summer Festival $2,700.00
Programs $400.00
Total Proposed Expenditures 2013 $4,500.00
Street Lights
Article 41
Budget as Follows 2013
Appropriations $7,900.00
Surplus $1,100.00
Total $9,000.00
Proposed Expenditures 2013
Street Lights $9,000.00
Total Proposed Expenditures 2013 $9,000.00
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Transfer Station
Article 43
Budget as Follows 2013
Appropriations $18,940.00
Anticipated Revenue $42,030.00
Surplus $10,000.00
Total Proposed Expenditures 2013 $70,970.00
Revenue Accounts Used
Permit $18.00
Demo $1,500.00
County Contract $18,700.00
MRC Distribution $5,012.00
Commercial Hauler $400.00
MSW Collections $16,000.00
Uni-waste Collections $400.00
Total $42,030.00
Proposed Expenditures 2013
PERC $22,270.00
Demo Disposal $34,100.00
Recycling $4,600.00
General Supplies $100.00
Equipment Repair $400.00
DEP License / Fees $450.00
MRC Dues/Subscriptions $300.00
New Equipment $500.00
Building Improvements $100.00
Part-Time Payroll $6,300.00
Mileage $120.00
Telephone $160.00
Training $100.00
Burn Pile $500.00
Universal Waste Removal $150.00
Electric $820.00
Total Proposed Expenditures 2013 $70,970.00
County Tax
Commitment County Tax $88,982.00
Proposed Expenditures 2013
Piscataquis County Tax $88,982.00
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2012
MONSON UTILITIES DISTRICT REPORT
FROM THE D ESK OF TH E UTILITIES CLER K:
A s  of D ecem ber 31, 2012, the past due amount for both water and sewer w as 
$2,592.58, and includes:
$1,120.77 being paid under paym ent arrangem ent plans,
$1,032.40 total of liens
$ 439.41 past due paym ents
P le a se  note that if you need to have your water turned on or off, you must 
contact the town office so  that we m ay p rocess a work order. To  stop billing, your water 
must be shut off at the curb stop, not just inside your residence. For w inter shut off, we 
ask  that you arrange the shut off se rv ice  with the town office prior to Novem ber 1st, 
otherw ise, the serv ice  will be provided at the d iscretion of the District O perator and will 
depend on whether snow or ice cover will a llow  a cce ss  to the curb stop.
In August 2012, our regular water testing showed high leve ls of copper in one of 
our sam ples. The  standard for copper is 1.3 m illigram s per liter and the concentration 
reported from our August sam p les showed 1.5 m illigram s per liter. The M onson Utilities 
D istrict is follow ing the M aine Rural W ater A ssoc ia tion  criteria and will plan corrective 
action after further assessm ent.
On Novem ber 2, 2012 the Maine Departm ent of Environm ental Protection 
renewed the w aste d ischarge license  for the M onson Utilities D istrict for 5 years.
On Septem ber 12, 2012, a com pliance inspection w as performed on our 
wastew ater treatment system  by the Maine Departm ent of Environm ental Protection, 
which resulted in a satisfactory report and the com m ent that the facility is operated in a 
well and thoughtful manner.
In progress is the project to construct a new building to replace the old wooden 
structure on Hom er Hill. A  new chlorination system  and rep lacem ent of the old pum ps 
will com plete the water project.
MONSON UTILITIES DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR
BO ARD OF DIRECTORS Ju lie  Anderson
Roger Page, Cha ir
Doug Hew es Utilities Clerk
Ed Hoovler Nancy Putnam
Joe l Pratt
W illiam  Charle s
W ATER O PER ATO R S
Brian Turner
Larry LeR oy
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MONSON UTILITIES DISTRICT 
OPERATING EXPENSES & INCOME REPORT 
JANUARY 1, 2012 -  DECEMBER 31, 2012
EXPENSES WATER SEWER
ADMINISTRATION
Secretary Payroll $2,250.00 $2,250.00
Treasurer Payroll $300.00 $300.00
Operator Payroll $2,400.00 $2,400.00
Meter Reader Payroll $120.00 $0.00
Mileage $0.00 $0.00
Classes $55.00 $210.00
Dues & Subscriptions $250.00 $485.97
MRWA Fees $441.35 $0.00
MMA Fees $287.50 $287.50
FICA $312.92 $312.92
Medicare $73.20 $73.19
Registry of Deeds /  Liens $0.00 $19.20
Unemployment $166.62 $166.61
Total Administration Expense $6,656.59 $6,505,39
MISCELLANEOUS
Water Testing $520.70 $0.00
Audit $1,050.00 $1,050.00
Postage $334.50 $318.60
Advertisement $222.30 $0.00
Chemicals $571.60 $0.00
Total Miscellaneous Expense $2,699.10 $1,368.60
EQUIPMENT
Equipment New $1,440.65 $210.70
Total Equipment Expense $1,440.65 $210.70
SUPPLIES
General $0.00 $127.55
Office $64.80 $64.80
Total Supply Expense $64.80 $192.35
CON TRACTUAL
Trio Contract $867.00 $867.00
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Mowing $0.00 $385.00
Plumbing $269.77 $925.13
Septic Pumping $0.00 $3,689.25
Sewer General $0.00 $3,738.29
Water $531.64 $0.00
Legal $0.00 $0.00
Total Contractual Expense $1,668.41 $9,604.67
UTILITIES
Electric - Water $3,063.27 $0.00
Electric - Sewer $0.00 $1,970.98
Heat - Water $985.18 $0,00
Total Utilities Expense $4,048.45 $1,907.98
INSURANCE
Property & Casualty $1,397.00 $1,397.00
Workman's Compensation $250.00 $250.00
HUB International (Volunteer Ins) $6.75 $6.75
Total Insurance Expense $1,653.75 $1,653.75
D EB T SER VICE
USDA Loan $8,180.00 $3,370.00
Water Project $7,978.00 $0.00
Sinking Fund $798.00 $0.00
Total Debt Service $16,956.00 $3,370.00
T O T A L  E X P E N S E S  $35,187.75 $24,876.44
INCOME
Water Payments $40,641.90 $0.00
Sewer Payments $0.00 $18,861.91
Interest $225.25 $0.00
Lien Revenue $0.00 $8.54
Tax Acquired Income $1,000.00 $0.00
Workman's Comp Reimbursement $214.00 $0.00
Lake Hebron Cost Sharing $0.00 $1200.00
T O T A L  INCOM E $42,081.15 $20,070.45
BEGINNING BALANCE AS OF 1/1/2011 $27,405.13
USDA RESERVE CD $12,368.96
INTEREST $71.95
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MONSON PLANNING BOARD 
2012 
ANNUAL REPORT
At our Annual Town Meeting in March 2012, the Planning Board 
presented two ordinances for the citizens to review a t a public hearing 
and then to vote on in the town warrant. They were The Floodplain 
Management Ordinance and The Wind/Cell Tower Ordinance.
The Floodplain Management Ordinance was a mandated S ta te  
ordinance and we had a s ta te  developer help us with this. I t  was 
passed.
The Wind/Cell Tower Ordinance was defeated with advice from the 
citizens to put more language about wires and commercial wind energy.
In June the Planning Board voted to check into getting a moratorium 
ordinance on the East/W est Corridor. This was to put language in our 
Land Use Ordinance to insure the preservation of public health, safety  
and welfare.
On September 4, 2012, we held a public hearing with a town 
meeting following to vote on "The Proposed Town of Monson Moratorium 
Ordinance Regarding Private Corridors to include Paved Highways, 
Pipelines and High Tension Transmission Lines". This moratorium 
passed 47-0 .
The Planning Board has been working on updating the Land Use 
Ordinance with amendments to address the preservation of public 
health, safety  and welfare.
In December, the Planning Board asked the  Town Manager and 
Selectmen to hire help to write these amendments.
Cindy Turner, Chairperson
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MONSON FIRE DEPARTMENT INCIDENTS 2012
72 Emergency Medical 
7 Structure Fires 
4 Chimney Fires 
4 Mutual Aid 
8 Motor Vehicle Accidents 
1 Wild land Fires 
1 Car Fire 
29 Service Calls 
4 False Alarms 
Total Calls 130
Many thanks to the officers, fire fighters and their families who volunteer 
their time and efforts to our fire department.
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MONSON CENTER FOR COMMUNITY AND COMMERCE
February 26, 2013
In 2009 the elementary school in Monson was closed and the building was given to the Town of Monson.
A dedicated group of volunteers formed with the goal of making the Monson Center of Community and 
Commerce (Monson Center). The building, built in the 1970’s and 1980’s as an elementary school, has 8 
classrooms, 8 offices, a large former library, a certified commercial kitchen, and an auditorium with a 
capacity of 100. It is American with Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant. The group sought to create a 
nonprofit organization that would manage the facility, seek tenants, and present programming for the 
community.
The Monson Center volunteers have succeeded in providing many activities and events. In 2012, the 
Monson Center hosted ten public suppers, a forum on land use for Piscataquis County Economic 
Development Council (PCEDC), a documentary Him “Beneath the Dirt” about the nearby Appalachian 
Trail, a concert featuring Harmony Hill folk music, two concerts featuring the Moosehead Community 
Chorus, a book sale for the Monson Public Library, art classes and Tai Chi classes by the Piscataquis 
Valley Adult Education Cooperative(PVAEC), an exhibit by the Appalachian Trail Conservancy—of 
which the Town of Monson is an official Appalachian Trail Town.
Managing and recruiting tenants has been more difficult for the volunteers. Currently there are two tenants 
occupying less than half the available space—Thymes and Seasons, a bistro and florist; and Eden Hill 
Essentials, an aromatherapy wellness business. The facility has room for four to six more businesses. With 
the auditorium, certified kitchen, and classrooms, it also has potential as a conference center.
Monson’s proximity to tourist-rich Moosehead Lake, small-town setting, and association with the 
Appalachian Trail make it an ideal location for outdoor or “nature” businesses and for businesses that focus 
on wellness. To promote the Monson Center as a business location for wellness and/or “natural” products 
and services, it needs an aggressive, “splash” marketing campaign, perhaps operating under the name 
“Appalachian Trail Business and Conference Center.” As a conference facility, it offers a 100-person 
capacity meeting room, break out rooms, and on-site catering by the tenant, Thymes and Seasons.
The Monson Center is at a point where it needs more revenue in order to grow and continue to contribute 
to the community both culturally and economically. To that end the Monson Center needs (1) a completed 
organizational and business plan; (2) legal and/or consultancy assistance to formalize the organization as a 
nonprofit and/or for profit entity;(3) a marketing and promotion; and (4) facility management. With these 
things in place, we feel that the Monson Center will bring in more revenue to cover its overhead costs, pay 
a part-time facility manager, and seek additional public and private funding to improve and maintain the 
building. The Monson Center has applied to the Maine Community Foundation for funds from the 
Piscataquis County account.
If awarded the funds will be used specifically to:
(1) Develop a Memorandum of Understanding with PCEDC to complete the Organizational and Business 
Plan begun by John Holden of Eaton Peabody Consulting Group. (Mr. Holden recently took a position 
with the City of Rockland.)
(2) With legal/consultancy help, create a nonprofit charitable organization to run the “community” part of 
the Monson Center for Community and Commerce,
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(3) With legal/consultancy help, create a for profit Limited Liability Corporation (LLC) to (a) run the 
“commerce” part of the Monson Center for Community and Commerce, (b)infuse the Monson Center with 
funds and talent, and (c)become a tax-paying contributor to the Town of Monson.
(4) With marketing firm help, promote the Monson Center to increase revenues.
Cultivate community partners to promote usage and increase visibility of the Monson Center.
Success will be measured by percentage of increased revenues from tenancies, number of community 
events, and increased revenues of conferences.
Long-term plans include to develop revenues so that the Monson Center can become self-sustaining. Self- 
sustaining means that it can support the facility fixed costs (approximately $18,200 annually for heating oil 
and utilities), and $6,000 to $10,000 annually for a part-time manager. In the next three years Monson 
Center will need to secure financing in order to complete repair of its roof ($50,000 estimated), install 
energy-efficient heating ($10,000 estimated), change electric metering to align with the needs of business 
tenants ($10,000 estimated), and other maintenance. Funding for maintenance and upgrading of the 
property will be sought from USDA Rural Development and/or Economic Development Administration 
and/or traditional financial institutions with backing from Finance Authority of Maine (FAME) or Small 
Business Administration (SBA). PCEDC will assist with securing future funding.
Monson has 54.1% of its population in the Low to Moderate Income (LMI) category according the Maine 
Department of Economic and Community Development. Monson still feels the loss of its manufacturing 
sector in 2007 when 150 jobs were terminated. As the townspeople seek to redefine the community and 
themselves, the success the Monson Center offers not only more jobs due to more businesses, but becomes 
a symbol of a “can do” altitude shift that will serve the Town’s and the region’s future generations. 
Respectfully submitted,
Janet Sawyer
Chair, Monson Center for Community and Commerce, and
Business Development Director, Piscataquis County Economic Development Council 
50 Mayo Street 
Dover-Foxcroft, Maine 04426 
jsawyer@pcedc.org
(207) 564-3638
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ANNUAL REPORT 
2012
CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER
In the year 2012, 32 permits were issued.
New Homes- 4 permits 
Garages, Additions & Decks-26 permits 
Sawmill-1 permit 
Business addition & expansion-1 permit
LICENSED PLUMBING INSPECTOR
There were 12 plumbing permits issued.
Septic system permits—8 
Internal p e rm its ^
Permit Cost:
Up to 500 sq. feet $30.00 
500 sq. feet to 999 sq. feet $40.00 
1000 sq. feet to 1999 sq. feet $50.00 
.10/sq. foot over 2000 sq. feet
Notice: There is a penalty of four times the cost of the permit, if the permit is issued after
the fact.
Respectfully submitted 
Brian L. Turner 
C.E.O. & L.P.I.
Town of Monson
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Local Sealer of Weights & Measures 
Monson
2012
Starting in January, the test weights and fuel pump test cans were taken to 
Augusta for the yearly calibration tests. In the middle of February, I picked up 
the equipment and attended a meeting with the State Sealers for updates on 
new devices.
I was sworn in at the town office in April. And between April and August, 8 
pumps and 2 Scales were tested and found to be in good working order and 
within the state tolerances.
Respectfully Submitted,
Local Sealer, Tim Briggs 
Phone 717-7562
Monson Public Library Report
This year has once again been a busy one for the Monson Library. Though we have made no 
additional physical changes, we have three computers that are available to the public and wireless 
internet accessibility for laptops and mobile devices. Our outside book drop makes returns easier 
when the library is closed. We are fortunate to continue to be open three days a week.
Our ongoing programs include our book group which meets on the third Monday o f each month at the 
library at 7:00 p.m. It has been very successful with eight regular participants. Discussions have been 
lively and of particular interest was One Thousand White Women. The selection for the subsequent 
month is chosen at the meeting and new members are encouraged. All are welcome.
This year, Nicole Killam offered a children’s summer reading and craft program. The sessions were 
held once a week for four weeks. On the final day, the Chewonki Foundation gave a presentation 
called “Scales and Tales”. They brought live animals including a very old turtle and the program was 
very well attended. A good time was had by all.
Fifty-two new adult books were added to the collection. We have also added a selection of CDs.
Todd Watts and Jemma Gascoine donated many of these as well as an art book of Dahlov Ipcar, a 
noted Maine artist. The juvenile section received the new Caldecott Award winner, Blackout as a gift 
from Central Maine Power Company.
A successful fundraising book sale was held at the Monson Community Center on the day of Kris 
Kringle Fair. Bookshelves from the former school library have been set up in the center to display 
more books in hopes that visitors will make selections and leave donations for the library. Presumably 
summer guests to Monson will take advantage of the ongoing book sale.
During the summer months, the library’s patronage swells from the influx of Appalachian Trail hikers 
and tourists. These summer patrons avail themselves o f all the library facilities including the 
computers and wireless internet.
I would like to offer special thanks to the library assistant Frances Erickson who works on Wednesday 
afternoon and Sue Killam who donates both time and counsel.
Trustees for 2012 were:
Sue Killam Patricia Brown
Diana Krauss Jeannie Tabor
Mary Witmer Rachel Page
It has been a pleasure to serve once more as your librarian.
Respectfully Submitted,
Van D. Wentworth
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M onson Public Library 2012
Budget Report 1/1/2012 to 12/31/2012
Assets on 12/31/12 Certificate o f Deposit $ 4,726.31
Market Account $20,989.48
Checking on 1/1/12 $11,069.04
Income:
Town of Monson $1,200.00
Maine Community Foundation $ 1,424.00
Donation/Book Replacement $ 278.84
Total Income: $ 2,902.84
Expenses:
■■ Books $ 414.39
Summer Reading Program $ 461.00
Insurance $ 598.00
Utilities/Maintenance $ 683.31
Supplies $ 65.49
Program Subscription $ 350.00
Library Coverage $ 1,652.00
State Filing $ 35.00
Postage/Box Rent $ 70.00
Bank Charges $ 36.00
Total Expenses $ 4,365.19
Checking Account 12.30/12 $ 9,480.49
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SNOW ROLLER DAY 2-16-2013
SNOWMEISTER WINNERS
Rebekah Reynolds, Christian Ingham, Cassidy Panciera, Gunnar Ranta, Hannah
Reynolds, and Honor Ingham
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SUMMER FESTIVAL
PHOTO CONTEST
Nature: Angelo D'Ambrosio Animals: Angelo D'Ambrosio
People: Lisa Anderson Black and White: Lisa Anderson
CHILI CONTEST
Judges Choice: Susan Hoovler 
People's Choice: Isaiah Reynolds
SUMMER FESTIVAL
The Town of Monson was bustling with people young and old. We started the festival with the Friday 
night with foot stomping music from the Monson General Jammers. Saturday morning with sun 
shinning high began with the third annual Slate man triathlon teams and singles signing up to compete 
against each other. Teams taking one leg at a time starting with the running then the kayaking across 
the pond and the final leg o f bicycling to the finish line. At nine a.m. the games began for the 
children, in the ball field and in the center o f the school parking lot along with the bounce house. The 
main street was full of people checking out the crafters, the displays at the Lake Hebron Artisans, and 
the Monson Historical Society museum. At ten a.m. we had a special and memorable ceremony 
designating the Town of Monson as Maine’s first designated trail community. Then off to a reception 
with the Appalachian Trail guests at the Community Center. There was food available all around town 
and a bbq swap meat with assorted flavors of meat at Spring Creek BBQ. Music was playing all day 
at both ends of town. The anything floats race has great participation and it is a joy to watch the hand 
made floating inventions and their captains leave the boat landing in anticipation o f making it over to 
the other side by the Lake Shore house. Then by five thirty the Monson Alumni started gathering for 
their banquet and then ended the day with great fireworks. This year we extended the festival into 
Sunday with a big breakfast put on by the legion and hikes on the Appalachian Trail by guides. I want 
to thank everyone from volunteers to vendors that made this an extra ordinary day.
SUMMER RECREATION
T-Ball ( Ages 4-7 ): Coaches were Elizabeth and Lindsey Reynolds
Jr. Little League (Ages 8-11) They made it to the Semi-Finals: © Coaches were Jeff and Chris 
Reynolds
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TRANSFER STATION 2013
Transfer Station Hours Weds. 3:00 P.M. -  6:00 P.M.
Sat. 8:00 A .M .-3 :00  P.M. 
Attendant: Jim Bohrer
Universal Waste Fees Monitors (IV  & PC) $5.00
Lamps $1.00
Batteries No Charge
Ballasts $1.00/ Unit
Mercury Cont. Device $1.00/ Device
Household Trash Per bag $ 1.00
Demolition Per load $10.00
Recycling:
In Monson we are able to recycle glass, metal, plastics, newspaper, mail, 
corrugated cardboard.
Recycling transport costs
2012 31,260 lbs. Cost $3,738.30
2011 40,340 lbs. Cost $4,334.16
Demolition transport costs
2012 211.53 tons Cost $30,682.44
2011 196.90 tons Cost $27,053.89
Household waste transport costs
2012 195.35 tons Cost $14,443.33
2011 214.05 tons Cost $15,485.39
Metal/Iron credit
2012 10.48 tons -$1,994.71
2011 13.59 tons -$2,034.34
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Monson Historical Society 2012
The Monson Historical Society has had a wonderful year in 2012. We continue to grow and improve 
with the help of our members, volunteers and the community.
Funding from the fa9ade grant has enabled us to turn our wonderful, historic old building from an ugly 
duckling to a showcase along Main Street, which is a huge improvement! Vem Darling and John 
Wentworth are responsible for the transformation with new front doors, repairing o f windows and the 
fresh coat of paint. This spring we will finish painting a repairing the two remaining sides including 
the hose tower. Thank you also to the Town of Monson for funding the paving in front of the 
building. The uneven ground in front was a safety concern for our older members and guests as well 
as causing water to collect.
The interior has also had a facelift thanks to much work and donations from Glenn and Molly Poole. 
The gift shop and research rooms have been almost totally redone. In the gift shop glass shelves 
donated by Todd Watt have been added, a new floor installed, a desk has replaced the old table and the 
room has been painted. The research room has been almost completely transformed with the removal 
o f old pipes, walls and ceilings painted, new shelves along one wall, a desk and many new file 
cabinets have been added.
Without the many donations from area residents, members and businesses these improvements 
wouldn’t have been possible and we’d like to thank everyone for their support and encouragement.
The Historical Society has received a grant from the Maine Memory Network and we have been able 
to purchase a new scanner, computer and software. This will enable us to place photographs and 
documents online for research concerning the wonderful history of Monson.
We have been fortunate to have many items donated to the Museum in 2012 including additional glass 
plates from the Adams family, a WWI ditty box and photographs from John Flint, a framed certificate 
from Monson Academy acknowledging the Zimmerman family for having all of their children 
graduate from Monson Academy and the athletic letters arranged and framed from Monson Academy, 
both donated by Dot and Ken Simmons. A Finnish skirt and vest hand-made by Vieno Aalto Johnson 
which was given by her children. Many veterans answered our plea to add information and 
photographs to our files as we try to acquire a complete record o f all our service men and women.
It has been an exciting year and we encourage everyone to come and visit the Museum or attend 
meetings. For more information on membership or hours please visit the web site at 
www.monsonmaine.org.
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HISTORICAL DEMOGRAPHICS
We are now 191 years old!!
State: Maine 
County: Piscataquis
Close cities: Abbot, Shirley, Dexter, Greenville, Guilford, Dover-Foxcroft,
Sangerville, Sebec, Cambridge
Monson Population: Total 686 (2010 Census)
308 Households 185 Families 
Average family size 2.85 
Population Density 14.1 people per sq. mile 
Monson Elevation: 850 feet above sea level 
Incorporated in February 8th, 1822 
First town meeting was April 22, 1822 
Land Area: 47.1 square miles 
Water Area: 2.2 square miles
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Jeff M o rin
Mayo Regional Hospital selected Edward J. Hannon as its new 
President and CEO in 2012. Chosen from a national pool of more 
than 100 applicants, Hannon began working at Mayo on Sept 17,
A veteran healthcare leader whose career spans over 30 years, 
Hannon relocated to Dover-Foxcroft after serving as President and 
CEO at The McDowell Hospital in Marion. N.C. He has additional 
CEO experience at rural hospitals in Florida and Pennsylvania.
Hannon succeeded Ralph Gabarro, who retired in October after 
serving as the hospital ’s chief executive since 1997.
There was also a leadership change on the Hospital Adminis-
trative District 4 Board of Directors during the year, as George 
Barton was elected Board Chairman. He replaced co-chairs Gregory 
Bowler and Mary alyce Higgins.
Mayo received two national awards in 2012 recognizing the 
hospital’s quality care. The VHA Leadership Award for Clinical 
Excellence honored Mayo for exceeding national performance 
standards for clinical care and improving the patient experience. 
Harvard Pilgrim Health Care named Mayo to its Honor Roll for 
making the top 25% of all U.S. hospitals on a List of quality metrics.
The Wellness Council of America designated Mayo as a Gold- 
level Well Workplace site, recognizing the hospital’s commitment to 
workplace wellness programming for its 500 employees.
Four new healthcare proriders were welcomed to Mayo’s 
medical staff during the year. General surgeon Abhij it “Abhi”
Shah gram, MB. joined Mayo Surgical Associates, Jessica Rich-
mond, MD. and Maggie Swan, PA-C filled openings at Milo 
Family Practice, and Nicole Johnson, PA-C joined Dover-Foxcroft 
Family Medicine.
Mayo also announced that it will soon launch a new urology 
service after recruiting Ahmad Elnoor, M.D. for a practice that will 
be shared between Mayo, Millinocket Regional Hospital, and 
Penobscot Valley Hospital in Lincoln.
A multi-year project to install electronic health record (EHR) 
systems in Mayo’s physician practice locations, Emergency Depart-
ment and inpatient nursing areas was completed- Mayo joined 
HealthlnfoNet, the statewide health information exchange, which 
connects EHR systems of healthcare providers across the state.
Increased utilzation of inpatient capacity will result from 
Mayo’s decision to offer the hospital as an option forpatients who 
need inpatient rehabilitative care, such as after a joint replacement. 
The use of “swing beds" allows patients to transition from acute 
care to a skilled-nursing level of care without leasing the hospital 
The 2012 financial report may be found at Mayoho spital. com. 
Mojo Hess oca] Hospital - 897 TSfet Main St - Dcver-Foicraft, ME 04426 
(207) 5(54-8401 -wyswjEoyohospilaicoin
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SUSAN M. COLLINS coww.n
MAINE SPECIAL CON
fc ON  AG  IfKckkimc W
J  OIRKSEN S EN A TE  OFFICE BUILDING APPROPRIA
K « ~  ^ n i f r r l  ^ r a r r a  ^ r n a t r  TSH5
{20?» 224-2093  {FAXI linitcd 3 tatcs Senate
WASHINGTON, DC 20510-1904
Town o f Monson 
PO Box 308
Monson, ME 04464-0308 
Dear Friends,
It is a privilege to represent Maine in the United States Senate, and I am deeply grateful for the 
trust the people o f  Maine have placed in me. Public service is a responsibility I take seriously.
In 2 0 1 2 ,1 reached a milestone by casting my 5,000th consecutive roll-call vote. I have never 
missed a single roll-call vote, a record unique among current Senators.
A s we enter 2013, the economy and jobs remain my top priorities. As a senior member o f the 
Defense Appropriations subcommittee, I am committed to keeping our nation secure and our 
skilled defense workers on the job. I secured funding to increase the shipbuilding programs at 
Bath Iron Works and advance essential modernization projects at the Portsmouth Naval 
Shipyard. I was honored to receive the Navy League's Congressional Sea Services Award for 
2012 as the leading advocate for our maritime services and US shipbuilding.
Maine’s economic future recently received a boost with significant federal funds for deep-water, 
offshore wind energy research and development at the University o f  Maine and in private sector 
firms. Maine has some o f the strongest and most consistent winds o ff our coast, and we have 
some o f the world’s leading researchers. These funds will help Maine be a world leader in 
developing this clean, renewable energy source, ultimately resulting in the creation o f thousands 
o f  good-paying jobs for our state.
As a leader on the Transportation Appropriations Subcommittee, I am also working to ensure 
that investments arc made in our transportation infrastructure. Early last year, construction 
began on a modem, safe, and efficient replacement for the Memorial Bridge at Kittery, a project 
for which I worked to secure binding. Working with the State Department o f  Transportation, I 
also secured federal funding to replace the aging Martin Memorial Bridge in Rumford and the 
decrepit Richmond-Dresden Bridge. In 2 0 1 3 ,1 will continue to seek funding for improvements 
in our roads and bridges to make traveling safer and more efficient for our citizens and to 
facilitate commerce. It is also gratifying to see the heaviest trucks on the Interstates where they 
belong rather than on our downtown streets and country roads. This is the result o f  a law I 
authored in 2011.
Maine’s environment is critical to our economy and the health o f  our residents. I opposed efforts 
in 2012 that would have weakened the landmark Clean Air Act and would have exposed our 
state to emissions from coal-fired power plants elsewhere. At the same time, I have continued to 
work with a bipartisan group o f  Senators to ensure that federal regulations on industrial boilers
© PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER
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protect our environment without im posing onerous burdens on our forest-products industry and 
other manufacturers.
Many Mainers contacted me last year to express concern about the Postal Service, which is 
essential to our econom y and our w ay o f  life. Last year, the Senate approved legislation I co -
authored to help put the Postal Service on a sound financial footing since it has been losing  
billions o f  dollars. Although the House failed to act on our bill, the Postal Service has heeded my 
requests to keep open the vital mail processing center in Hampden. I w ill continue to work to 
ensure that all Mainers, regardless o f  die size o f  their com m unities, have access to the postal 
services upon which they rely.
A s the daughter o f  a W orld War II veteran wounded in com bai, I know how  important quality, 
accessib le health care is for our veterans. This past year, I worked to ensure that our rural 
veterans’ health care facilities are fully staffed and to strengthen our Veterans’ Hom es. Federal 
health agencies also began an investigation into whether M aine veterans were exposed to toxic  
defoliant chem icals w hile training at G agetown, N ew  Brunswick.
With shortages o f  m edications putting patients at risk, I co-sponsored legislation to encourage 
manufacturers to report anticipated production problems to help avert shortages. Through this 
voluntary approach, more than 200 potentially life-threatening shortages w ere prevented last 
year.
W hile Congress averted a huge increase in tax rates for m iddle-incom e American fam ilies and 
small businesses, there remains a lot o f  work to be done to reduce our unsustainable $16.4  
trillion debt. It is essential that w e  do so in a responsible way, but that W ashington stop delaying  
decisions that w ill help shape our econom y and future prosperity.
I remain committed to doing all that I can to address your com m unity’s concerns in 2013. I f  I 
may be o f  assistance to you in any w ay, I encourage you to contact m y state office in your area.
Sincerely,
Susan M. Collins 
United States Senator
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M i C H A E L  H .  m i c h a u d
I r -  w i  iVVr*
c o n g r e s s  o f  th e  u n ite d  s ta te s  
house of representatives
washington, dc, 2 0 5 J5
Dear M onson Residents and Friends:
w hile it was far from perfect, the recently passed legislation to avert December's fiscal c liff embodied a 
spirit o f  bipartisan compromise that I am hopeful will carry over into a broader agreement on our 
cation's finances. The bill ensures that Mainers will not have to pay an estimated S1.4 billion m 
additional taxes in 2013. and extends a number o f vital programs relied upon m y Americans across the 
country. I look forward to working with m y colleagues on both sides o f  the aisle to reach a fiscally 
sound compromise that avoids placing an overwhelming burden on our most vulnerable citizens, seniors 
and veterans.
The gridlock m  Washington has not slowed my efforts to fight for Maine "s industries chi the national and 
international arena. I have been proud to lead the fight in Congress to protect American manufacturers 
like New Balance, which, employs approximately 900 Maine workers across three factories, from lmfair 
tariff reductions. After presenting President Obama with his own set o f New Balance Sneakers, I 
brought U.S. Trade Representative Ron Kirk to the Nomdgewock facility to leam more about the 
industry. I have also worked with Ambassador Knk to oppose Nova Scotia's proposed subsides for its 
paper mill in  Port Hawkesbury.
I was pleased to embark on my 2®* annual tour o f  M ainers manufacturers to hear firsthand about their 
success and challenges. These tours are an important part o f  my ongoing “Make it in Maine" agenda 
winch consists o f initiatives to boost domestic manufacturing. The feedback I received has been 
invaluable in helping me to identify legislative action needed at the federal level to support job grouih  in 
the industry.
It will also be my great honor to continue serving our nation's veterans as the new Ranking Member o f 
the House Veterans Affairs Committee. W hile I am proud o f  my accomplishments m helpmz to improve 
services for our brave men and women m uniform I know there is still so m uch to do. As Ranking 
Member o f the full Committee, I  will fight for new* advances m areas such as veteran employment. VA 
claims backlogs, and veterans’ health care.
My highest priority has always been ensuring that Mainers receive timely and quality constituent 
services. W hether you h aw  a specific concern with a fed o al agency or need help connecting to 
resources, please don 't hesitate to reach out to me at any o f  my offices. I  also encourage you to visit my 
website (vvww. ho use. gov/michaudl. where you can me, sign up for pmail updates, and connect
with me on Face book and Twitter.
Thank you a gam for the opportunity to represent you in Congress.
With wannest regards,
Michael H. Michaud 
Member of Congress
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Annual Report to Monson
A Message from Senator Douglas Thomas
December 2012
Dear Friends and Neighbors:
It is an honor to represent you in the Maine Senate, and I am grateful for the trust you have placed in me 
to work for the betterment of this community and our region Representing our rural communities on the Stale and 
local and  Transportation Committees has been a privilege. I look forward to serving you next session on the 
Taxation Committee.
During fee 125& Legislature, we were able to ensure that many of the more rural areas of this district 
received new pavement for fee first time in many years. It was encouraging to see this previous trend reversed and 
get back on track with maintaining our roads.
Locking back, I am proud of the work accomplished by lawmakers daring an extremely difficult 
fiscal climate. We increased state finding to local schools, brought solvency to the retiree pension system, 
created more transparency and accountability at state agencies, and paid back our local hospitals millions o f 
dollars. More importantly, we improved Maine's business climate. According to the 2012 CNBC annual 
ranking of America's top states for business. Mains climbed five spots from fee previous year. The 
improvements made in education fiinding and test scores, the state's cost of doing business, infrastructure and 
transportation, and business friendliness all led to this higher ranking It is imperative feat we do not roll back 
the steps taken during the 125^ Legislature that helped set us on the course toward a brighter future.
Lawmakers hate a great d&al of work on their plates when fee session kicks into frill swing in 
January. The most daunting will be addressing a $120 million shortfall within fee Department of Health 
and Human Services and its MtineCare program. We must also address a $35 million revenue shortfall in the 
budget that ends June 30 and a projected $880 million, gap in the next two-year budget.
The Maine economy continues to be hampered by the high cost to create new jobs. It’s a priority 
of mine to find a way to lower those costs while at fee same time preserve fee jobs feat we have. We must 
work in Augusta to pass legislation feat will help grow our economy so feat our youth can find opportunities 
here at home to work and live. Until we address these issues, Maine will continue to lag behind other states.
Again thank yon for entrusting me to represent you in Augusta. I  look forward to working wife you 
m ar fee next two years. Please feel free to contact me if you ever need my help in navigating fee state 
bureaucracy'. I would be happy to assist in any way that I can. I can be reached in Augusta at 2 87-1505 or by 
e-mafl at firewood-fftdsjigt.
Douglas Thomas 
Yfaififr State Senator
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
2 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, ME 04333-0002 
(207)287-1440 
TTY: (207) 287-4469
Peter B. Johnson 
P.O. Box 697 
Greenville, ME 04441 
.esidence: (207) 695-2019 
rumridge27@gmail.com
February 2013
Dear Friends & Neighbors:
Thank you for once again entrusting me with the responsibility of serving as your State Representative. 
It has been an honor to serve the people of Monson, and all of District 27, and I look forward to 
continuing to work hard on your behalf.
Lawmakers of the 125th Maine State Legislature faced a number of challenges as we worked to address 
a significant hole in the state budget and to revitalize Maine’s economy. While much was 
accomplished, there is still much work that lies ahead for the 126th Legislature to ensure that Mainers 
are able to move forward on the path to prosperity.
During the 126th Maine State Legislature, I am pleased to be able to continue my work on the Joint 
Standing Committee on Education and Cultural Affairs, and to do so as the lead Republican member. 
Education is an issue I have made a top priority throughout my time in the Legislature, and I intend to 
continue working for policies that put our students first and will ultimately help our state to thrive.
There will certainly be much news from the State House in the coming months. To stay up-to-date, you 
can visit the Maine State Legislature’s website at http://www.maine.gov/legis for bill status 
information, public hearing dates, and roll call votes on legislation. Additionally, if you are interested 
in receiving my weekly e-newsletter, please send me an e-mail at rumridge27@gmai 1 .com indicating 
that you would like to be added to the distribution list.
As always, please do not hesitate to contact me by phone or email to share any questions, concerns, or 
thoughts that you may have. Our representative form o f government works best when we all get 
involved.
Sincerely,
(fjjZ  $  /JtrL— ,
Peter B. Johnson 
State Representative
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2012-2013 AUDIT OF TOWN FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS
AUDIT PERFORM ED BY: 
HOLLINGSW ORTH & ASSOC., CPA.
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